Introducing a new quick-ship glass magnetic markerboard program designed for residential use. Proudly made in the USA.

Features & Benefits:
• 2 - 5 day standard lead time
• 3 standard sizes
• 6 standard colors
• Gloss and writeable matte
• Tempered safety glass
• Magnetic backer
• Simple concealed Z-Clip mounting
• Sustainable water based paint
• Drop ships to residential address
• Made in the USA
STANDARD SIZES & PRICING

Small: 18" X 18"
- Tempered safety glass
- Magnetic backer
- Gloss or writeable matte finish
- Pre-Installed mounting Z-clip cleat

Medium: 36" X 24" (horizontal or vertical)
- Tempered safety glass
- Magnetic backer
- Gloss or writeable matte finish
- Pre-Installed mounting Z-clip cleat

Large: 48" x 36" (horizontal or vertical)
- Tempered safety glass
- Magnetic backer
- Gloss or writeable matte finish
- Pre-Installed mounting Z-clip cleat
COLOR OPTIONS

Lead Times

- White gloss and writeable matte - 2 Days
- All other colors gloss and writeable matte - 5 Days
MOUNTING METHOD

Z-clip mounting cleat is pre-installed on all boards. Z-clip mounts to wall.

36” x 24” and 48” x 36” boards have z-clip mounting cleats installed in both directions and can be hung vertically or horizontally.

Installation instructions included.

ACCESSORIES (OPTIONAL)

Magnetic markerboard accessory kit includes eight rare earth magnets, magnetic pen holder and magnetic eraser in white finish.

Only rare earth magnets should be used with magnetic markerboards to ensure strong magnetic attraction through the glass. Caution should be used when using any rare earth magnetic products.